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ABSTRACT

Linear referencing system (LRS) structures have been utilized by transportation agencies for
many years to locate and graphically display data collected along linear features such as roads,
railroads, and transit lines.  Strategies for implementing a real-world LRS have always been
dependent upon technical organizational and cost factors.  Large transportation agencies such as state
DOT's are developing more sophisticated tools to support analysis of LRS-related information. 
Among these are GIS-related display and analysis methods and database storage and manipulation
systems.  An increasingly common desire is for such agencies to link data in an enterprise system that
can support efficient, effective management and retrieval and analysis using GIS.

A continuing project at the North Carolina Department of Transportation involves design and
implementation of an unified enterprise LRS solution to promote data sharing, reduction of redundant
data, enhanced GIS capabilities, and development of state of the art data management structures and
tools.  The project includes several units in the Statewide Planning Branch that have not traditionally
been able to share LRS data effectively.  The LRS model being implemented incorporates ARC/INFO
GIS software and Oracle database management software to provide a solution to this problem. 
Sufficient flexibility in system design is also being included to promote data sharing with external
agencies such as MPO's, counties, and municipalities.  This paper reviews the experience of the
authors during design and implementation process at NCDOT.

GROWTH OF DATA ANALYSIS AND GIS CAPABILITIES AT NCDOT

The development and growth of data storage and analysis technology at the North Carolina
Department of Transportation (NCDOT) has followed a similar path to that of many other state
DOT’s.  Until recently, most state transportation databases were maintained as “legacy” systems on
large capacity mainframe computers.  Most of these systems were difficult to manage, with interfaces
that were not user friendly.  Centralized data were generally kept on only one type of system and
database, and access was limited to terminals wired directly to the mainframe.  However, extensive
programming was needed to use, analyze, and maintain such systems, thereby limiting access to data
and discouraging data sharing.   Many such examples remain in use at state DOT’s.  Use of GIS
technology for management and analysis of transportation data was not unknown before the mid
1980's, but suffered from similar limited software and hardware capabilities, and was not well
developed functionally.
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At the North Carolina DOT, initial GIS efforts date from the 1980's.  A major recent activity
has been the completion of a statewide county roads layer in CAD format.  This road network is
based upon 1:24,000 scale centerline graphics digitized from USGS 7.5' quadrangle sheet maps.  All
100 counties have now been completed.  This digital map layer has been updated to reflect the 1995
status of roadways.

From mid 1960’s onward, NCDOT has maintained a “universe file” containing roadway
characteristics referenced by segments described using milepost measurements and a “features file”
containing mileposted point feature data attributes not included in the “universe file”.  These files
allowed rudimentary linear analysis within a mainframe database environment.  More recently these
files, which are the collective dataset for NCDOT, have been coupled with or incorporated into GIS
graphics to allow elemental display and analysis of various types of transportation data. 

Various subunits of NCDOT have extracted data from these files (or requested the GIS Unit
to do so) to assist in their data analyses.  In the 1990’s the GIS Unit was formed within the Statewide
Planning Branch of the NCDOT.  This unit is the custodian and maintainer of the GIS road layer and
the universe file.  In addition, the GIS unit funded the creation of  approximately 70 map layers that
form a statewide corporate GIS data set have been generated from the North Carolina GIS Data
Clearinghouse and are regularly used by NCDOT.

A CATALYST FOR CHANGE

Linear referencing systems (LRSs) are a form of location referencing systems that are used
to manage and promote analysis of spatial data elements on transportation networks.  The need for
a study of existing LRS elements at NCDOT had become critical because of the proliferation of
different location reference methods that are used by the various NCDOT technical units.  A lack of
standardization is a major hindrance to the data and information sharing and analysis that is so critical
to today’s transportation market.  To achieve the advantages associated with LRS automation and
standardization, NCDOT contracted with Geo Decisions of Harrisburg, PA a division of Gannett
Fleming, to study these issues and develop a solution.

LINEAR REFERENCING SYSTEMS

The seminal work on LRS was Synthesis of Highway Practice 21: Highway Location
Reference Methods (1), published by the Highway Research Board in 1974.   The report defined
LRS as well as the distinction between LRS and linear referencing methods.  In general, a linear
referencing system encompasses a larger set of office, field management, and integration procedures
that include one or more linear referencing system methods (Figure 1).  The location referencing
system incorporates “procedures that relate all locations to each other ... it includes techniques for
storing, maintaining, and retrieving location information (2).”  A location reference method is “a way
to identify a single location; i.e., to reference a specific position with respect to a known point (2).”
In practical terms, a linear referencing system might be defined as a mechanism that is used to
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associate linear location with information gathered from various methods that may include GPS,
milepost retrieval, and referencing of traffic accidents to intersections, so that it can effectively be
created, manipulated, and managed.

Why is LRS important to a state transportation agency?  The Management Systems
Integration Committee of the Transportation Research Board has defined four major benefits for
using such referencing systems (3):

• To economize on data collection and manipulation
• To promote electronic data sharing
• To facilitate display of accurate interrelationships of data via GIS
• To support data synthesis for decision-making purposes

A workshop (4) identified applications of LRS in infrastructure management, transit, freight,
intelligent transportation systems, waterway navigation, hydrological analysis, utilities management,
and seismological sensing.

From these statements regarding the importance of LRS, it follows that management of linear
referencing systems is made more effective when linear referencing methods can be integrated and
managed efficiently.  Most transportation agencies at least implicitly support many linear referencing
methods; indeed, one state DOT study identified 38 intra-agency methods in use.  With some
fragmentation being the general rule, there has been much attention devoted to defining LRS and how
systems and methods are structured.  While it is not the purpose here to document all of the many
methods and systems in use, the reader is invited to consult such efforts by NCHRP, the individual
states, the GIS-T Pooled Fund Study, the FHwA HPMS program, the Spatial Data Transfer
Standards and National Spatial Data Infrastructure initiatives, the Federal Geodetic Data Committee,
and the intelligent transportation systems community.

At the present time, of primary interest to NCDOT is how to manage, standardize, and
streamline the various location reference methods currently in use throughout the Department.  The
major initial goal of this project-the topic being presented in this paper-was to recommend a “base”
LRS methodology to facilitate these actions.  This type of LRS is often referred to as an enterprise
LRS, the system by which various location reference methods can be managed and coordinated across
multiple business functions.  Although GIS is often the most prominent element in an enterprise
setting, it is also important to emphasize that LRS is not exclusively a GIS concern.  LRS can affect
primary functions of data collection, storage, and analysis.  GIS may be the primary tool used to
analyze data that are based upon LRS’s, but the concept has wider application.  As further illustration
of this important issue, at least one state DOT (Wisconsin) has set up a separate, enterprise-wide
entity to perform “location control management.”  In this case, the state DOT considers LRS issues
to be significant on an enterprise basis, and deserving of organizational and administrative structures
to promote successful integration throughout the organization.

LOCATION REFERENCING METHODS

Various location methods are typically used at NCDOT and at other DOTs according to their
individual strengths for certain applications.  For example, traffic accidents are often described
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spatially by a location relative to an address or intersection.  Pavement conditions may be collected
in the field with reference to a milepost location.  More and more frequently, data of many types are
collected with coordinates gathered by GPS receivers.  Collectively, the effective use of and
integration among these methods formed the central goal of the NCDOT base LRS project. 
Following is a partial summary of major location referencing methods in use at NCDOT.

Route-Milepost/Milepoint/Reference Post/Route-Segment-Offset

These variations on similar approaches comprise the most commonly used referencing method
in use at state DOT’s.  In general, a network is defined in terms of a route identifier with measured
milepoint values.  Field reference markers may be used as the primary method of implementation.
 For identification purposes, a route is specified as a collection of linear features variously defined as
arcs, segments, links, or sections, and node features that provide additional linkage information. A
beginning and ending measured distance is tied to the begin and end nodes, and anchor points or
sections are used to further calibrate the geometric position of the network.  Data are located by an
offset distance that describes the geometric location as measured along the route. In some cases,
elements that further refine the measurement are included. While excellent for GIS use, data
collection in the field using milepoint referencing can be problematic.  Further, depending on how the
measurements were constructed, differences among measured and calculated milepost measures
may exist when converted to GIS format.

Link-Node

A link-node system has much in common with the milepost system, but abstract relationships
are defined among individual link and node features.  For example, a data event may be described as
occurring on link 362 or halfway between nodes 334 and 335.  While the functionality of locating
data on a link-node system is sound, problems can occur in how the collection of links and nodes are
defined, and how succeeding edits to the topology of the network itself are handled.  Any data
collected and referenced to links and nodes will have to be edited if the network definition changes
and this is a complex process.

Latitude-Longitude or Spatial Grid (N-E) Coordinates

An increasingly common way to collect data in the field is through the use of global
positioning system (GPS) satellite-based receivers.  GPS equipment can be used to not only “fix” the
geometric position of features, but can also include data collected about those features. Pavement
inventory vehicles are now available, for example, that continuously collect GPS coordinates as well
as data on pavement condition.  GPS data are received in latitude-longitude coordinates, and are
usually transformed into another coordinate projection for more practical use.  Many types of
analyses require that data are referenced to a network via a distance measurement, so grid coordinates
must be converted to such a format.
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Addresses/Address Ranges/Intersections/Landmarks

A common way of collecting data in the field, especially by public safety personnel, is through
specification of addresses or address ranges, often in conjunction with description of intersection
locations.  While flexible in the field, this system often requires conversion to a format more
meaningful for computerized analysis.  Lookup tables often must be used to standardize address
formats and location of intersections.  In addition, a method to include offset measurements must be
incorporated.

ENTERPRISE DATA MODELS AND ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS

The common current strategy in most state DOT’s is to utilize GIS technology as an
integrating, LRS-related tool suitable for linking and converting among various location reference
methods.  There are several approaches that have been adopted to accomplish this, ranging from
standardization around a single referencing method (requiring no maintenance) to support of many
different methods.  In either case, the question of how this linkage is to be accomplished almost
always includes consideration of LRS and GIS in an enterprise-wide manner.  Integration of disparate
transportation data sources is a major ongoing concern at almost all DOT’s today.  There is a
growing body of research (conducted by DOT staffs and by others) on how to link these various
methods together.  However, there should also be a corresponding effort to address organizational
and administrative issues related to enterprise LRS.

Additionally, an increasing amount of research is being conducted on expanding the enterprise
view to a national focus.  Vonderohe, Dueker, and Fletcher have promulgated conceptual LRS-GIS
data models designed to provide the flexibility necessary to promote organizational sharing of such
data.  Vonderohe and Fletcher have collaborated on conceptualization of a “unified linear datum,”
defined to be a “lowest common denominator” structure suitable for data exchange.  In this model,
acknowledgment is made that emphasis should not be placed upon common base networks but
instead on how best to commonly identify and support exchange of elements of the network.  In
Dueker’s model, LRS components are related but generally fall into four classes: 1) geographic
network; 2) cartography; 3) transportation network; and 4) transportation topology.

It is important to emphasize the idea that topology is separate from the other elements. 
Indeed, the compartmentalized design is intended to force movement away from tightly-defined
structures (such as those mandated by discrete GIS software packages) into more generalized
elements that will enhance data sharing. Dueker, along with others, proposes to standardize on a road
naming method that could be implemented nationally, and would provide the common element for
sharing LRS-based GIS road networks and databases.  Such a concept has substantial merit, but
implementation and maintenance responsibilities would be significant.  The following sections more
fully document these approaches to universal linear referencing systems.
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Summary of “Results of a Workshop on Generic Data Model for Linear Referencing Systems”
(4)

A workshop was held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin in 1994 to address issues relating to design
of a generic data model for LRS.  Design of the model was based upon a single linear datum that links
the model to real-world features, and serves as the reference mechanism capable of linking linear
referencing methods, networks, and cartographic representations.  The datum is designed
independently of such elements.  Datum object classes include “anchor sections” and “anchor
points,” and nodes, links, and traversals.  All of these features intentionally exclude geometric
elements of location specification, except in relative terms (in other words, distance along a traversal
or link).  While kept separate from cartographic networks and digital representations of mapping, the
linear datum should be able to relate to any such elements through unique and shared identifiers.  As
such, the linear datum represents a possible solution for problems common to state DOT LRS-GIS
operations, including maintenance of multiple scale networks and conflation of networks having
different geometry.

Summary of “The Case For A Unified Linear Reference System (5)”

The need for a Linear Reference System (LRS) also exists in a broader, multimodal
transportation sense to describe roads, rail lines, and transit routes.  These modes of transportation
all interact and can not be totally modeled without establishing some form of relationship to each
other.  For many of the same reasons as cited in Vonderohe et al. (4), Fletcher et al. suggest that a
common LRS be developed to facilitate sharing of data among various organizational entities
nationwide.  The concept of a unified linear datum is then introduced.  The unified linear datum is the
method which would “serve as the basis for locating the linear reference system in the real world.”
 It would be characterized as: 1) a control framework that should not directly relate to any attribute
data ) such as field locations and references that will change over time; 2) application neutral; 3) a
consistent, nationwide framework; and 4) useable across multiple levels of resolution.

Several key components and terms are used to describe main objects of the datum.  Included
as components of the datum are anchor sections and anchor points.  These components are the bridge
between the cartographic representations and the database representation of the LRS.  One additional
and highly significant component needed for the anchor sections is a unique identifier that reduces
fragmentation problems with the transportation network.

Summary of “GIS-T Enterprise Data Model with Suggested Implementation Choices” (6)

This work proposes a sample implementation framework for LRS concepts, here also defined
as a Linear Location Referencing System (“linear LRS”).  Dueker suggests several methods for
implementing the different components of the “linear LRS”, such as using road names as external
identifiers.  Each road name-based feature would be broken at jurisdictional boundaries into separate
traversals (routes).  It is also pointed out that using road names can cause inconsistency problems in
data exchange with other systems.  The article considers other related topics, such as how LRS
relates to the SDTS (Spatial Data Transfer Standard).  Dueker also refers to the terms referenced in
NCHRP 20-27 reports, as well as the Fletcher article in which the concepts of anchor points and
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anchor sections are reviewed.  The overall approach is theoretical as to what a system’s components
might be for a proposed GIS data model.

NCDOT BASE LINEAR REFERENCING SYSTEM

After considerable study of theoretical developments and software advances and functionality,
combined with a detailed analysis of organizational issues, it was decided by NCDOT to adopt, a
composite approach for a “base” linear referencing system.  The features of the base LRS are
summarized as follows:

• The LRS is a total LRS solution based upon a common linear datum, similar to the Unified
Linear Datum concept currently being described in current research.

• The LRS is being built upon anchor sections and anchor points, defined without
coordinates, to facilitate sharing of data independent of cartographic network variations.

• The state highway system is being represented by a single network and route-system.

• Only one LRS route identifier is being used per graphic GIS segment.

• The base location reference method is route-milepoint.

• A permanent, unique, arbitrary identification number is being used for route specification in
the LRS route-system.  “Posted-route” numbers will not be utilized as the primary identifier.

• Geometric route-system coordinates are being stored in the ARC/INFO GIS database; event
attribute data tables are being stored in Oracle.

• Ramps and double-line road representations will be incorporated.

• Nodes are being placed at county lines to facilitate county-based analyses.

• Bridges should be represented as linear features.

• Local roads will be included.

A COMMON LINEAR DATUM: DESIGN APPROACH FOR LRS IMPLEMENTATION AT
NCDOT

The base LRS generates one common linear datum on which all roads in the NCDOT
system are represented.  Because there are some differences between the theoretical “Unified Linear
Datum” concept and the NCDOT base LRS approach, we will refer to the NCDOT approach as using
a “common linear datum.” At this time, only one type of network is being represented—the state
highway system.  Other networks, such as transit routes, could be represented at a later date.  In
practical terms, all the components of such networks can be represented using anchor points and
anchor sections (Figure 2).

An anchor point is a real world place that can be found in the field and is used to
geographically describe that place in the LRS.  Anchor points can be the termini of roadways,
intersections, beginning and ending of bridges, etc.  Anchor points should be features that are likely
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to have stable location.  An anchor section is the representation of the roadway between two anchor
points.  An anchor section is measured in the field and represented in the direction that it is measured.
 Only one anchor section is needed for each roadway section being represented.

In theory, anchor sections and anchor points are simply objects in the LRS and are
represented without any extraneous shape points, so that anchor sections are conceptually only line
segments with a beginning and ending anchor point.  A collection of anchor sections is gathered into
an LRS route, equivalent to the Unified Linear Datum model element of a traversal. Such a route
can be shared without any regard to scale or physical representation on a map, in a GIS, or in a
database.  Functionally, all attributes could be stored on paper or in a database, and would have a
spatial relationship to other attributes based on measurement along the LRS route.  Anchor points
are given location measurements as they relate to the anchor sections they bound.  The collection of
these anchor points and anchor sections, then, is the common linear datum on which all roadway
attributes are represented, regardless of any variation in GIS graphic networks.

How would anchor points and anchor sections be identified in the NCDOT LRS?  In the real
world, linear features like roadways, are given feature names that are known as a “posted- route”
identification or street name (e.g. I-40 or Orange Circle).  A posted-route would be the common
route name or number for a segment of road or several contiguous and non-contiguous segments of
roadway.  As a further example, the posted-route could also include U.S. or State routes that run
through a town or city and follow other locally named streets.  Posted-routes sometimes may have
other discontinuities, like a route “broken” on two sides of an Interstate highway with no access
across.

There are several problems with using posted-route identifications as primary keys for the
LRS.  One significant problem is that often the same piece of roadway is identified by more than one
feature name, meaning that multiple representations of the same roadway section would be needed
if data collection was based on each of these named identifications.  Additionally, these names tend
to change over time, causing potential problems with data storage and updates to these
representations.

The optimal solution to the naming problem is to give one permanent and unique identifier
to each linear component of the network that will not change over time.  This allows linear
components in the real world to have one common permanent “base” identifier.  Adopting this
approach results in an LRS that is simple to maintain and update.  A single identifier per roadway
section easily facilitates representation as an anchor section within the LRS.  Since this identifier has
no real connection to the posted-route(s) that it represents, a sequential integer numbering system
would be both sufficient and efficient for it.  The main reason for adopting this design at the NCDOT
is that for any portion of the State system, sub-selections of routes can be brought together as smaller
route-systems for area analysis.  In this way, all routes in a county, or certain routes in a group of
counties, can be used in analysis without having to reference the segmented attribute data differently.
 In general, this decreases the overall number of LRS routes in the system by not including the
reference to county, which in turn reduces the processing overhead since the routes are of maximum
practicable length. Anchor points are represented through the beginning and ending of these anchor
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sections and should be used as calibration/measurement points along the associated linear
components.

Another important reason for adopting this LRS design is the ability to represent point data
along a linear route.  A linear route-system provides a common spatial reference for both line and
point features for analysis of complex spatial relationships.  Without the concept of an LRS route,
the only way for point data to be graphically displayed would be through manual placement or
automatic placement using some form of X-Y coordinate system.  To “attach” point features to an
existing linear feature at a common X-Y coordinate in this manner, however, the same coordinate
would have to be added to the linear feature or the line would have to be physically split at that
coordinate.  This would have to be accomplished manually, and at greater expense of storage and
complexity of the linear features.

The use of dynamic segmentation for an LRS-based route-system also supports spatial
relationships between polygon and linear features in much the same way as it does for point and linear
features. Overlay analysis for polygon features and LRS routes allows polygon attributes to be
associated with portions of a linear route.  For example, identifying and displaying the portion of a
roadway with beginning and ending milepoints of municipal jurisdiction identification can be
accomplished.

BASE LOCATION REFERENCE METHOD: ROUTE-MILEPOST

The route-milepost location reference method was selected as the primary “base” upon which
to build the NCDOT.  A set of filters or conversion programs is to be created to support the use of
other location methods on top of the base.  Database tables in Oracle that store attribute data will
contain an LRS route reference (as opposed to a posted route reference) and milepost measurements,
as will the route-systems tables in ARC/INFO.  The milepost measurements are always be increasing
 “real world” measurements of the roadway from the beginning of the GIS route to the end.   These
routes should also have a consistent rule base in order to determine their beginning and ending, such
as always measuring from the most southwest point of a route and continuing to the most north-east
point of the route.  This is necessary so that all arcs comprising the route can be made to consistently
flow in the same direction graphically, so that the number of route measures that have to be “flipped”
while processing occurs in dynamic segmentation is minimized. Otherwise, if measures become
reversed along an arc or group of arcs, the events (data being displayed, queried, or analyzed through
dynamic segmentation) will be improperly located along each such arc.

ROUTE-SYSTEM NETWORK: STATEWIDE HIGHWAY SYSTEM

To be useful and complete for the most applications, the NCDOT LRS route-system includes
all sections of roadway for all state maintained routes (primary and secondary), ramp systems, and
local roads.  All other roads that are not state-maintained could be added to the route-system for
future applications (such as coordinating issues with the owner/maintainers of these roads, or crash
site studies), either now or later.  In building a statewide reference system, all ramps and short local
roads like cul-de-sacs are being treated as individual routes.  Again, this reinforces the requirement
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for having a unique identification internal to the LRS route-system.  A specialized reference or
naming convention for these types of features (especially ramps) may need to be established for data
collection.   Because the addition of local roads and ramps is expected to create a large system, the
design of the route-system needs to be as simple as possible to build using automated methods.  This
can be accomplished, but it will take a large data collection effort.

SUMMARY

Various location referencing methods are widely used at the NCDOT.  It was decided that
standardization on a linear referencing system would best serve current and future NCDOT and
customer needs.  A detailed study of existing LRS use at NCDOT was made, as well as a study of
LRS use at other DOT’s, and of the individual strengths and weaknesses of various LRS’s.  Finally,
a base LRS was selected that possesses many advantages and that can be efficiently operated in
today’s computing environments and those anticipated in the future.  Furthermore, the base LRS
supports spatial data processing both from a GIS and from a relational database.  It effectively links
DOT attribute data to a spatial reference to promote spatial analysis as well as data sharing
throughout the DOT.  The base LRS is currently being implemented it both NCDOT GIS’s and
databases.
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